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Blend Battleship 

  
Game Instructions 

  

1. You will need two boards, one for your student and one for yourself. Also you will need markers and 

cover sheets. 

2. You and your student should start by marking your ships in the My Ships area of the game board. Make 

sure that you cannot see each other’s game boards. You should mark out a four space ship, a three space 

ship, and a two space ship. Once you and your student have marked your ships, cover up the My Ships 

area of the game board. 

3. Play proceeds by going back and forth and guessing one space at a time to see if you can locate your 

opponent’s ships. 

4. When you guess a space, you give the coordinates and the word within the coordinates. For example, bl, 

one, black. The other player then responds with a hit, if the coordinate is where their ship is, or miss, if 

the space is not one of their ships. 

5. Play proceeds until someone has sunk all of their opponent’s ships. 
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My Ships 

 
My Guesses 

 
 

 bl cl fl gl pl sl 
1 black clock flock glad plug slush 

2 block click flat glen plus slim 

3 bless cloth fled glass plan slam 

4 blab clam flash glum plugs slat 

5 blot clap flip gloss plot slug 

 bl cl fl gl pl sl 
1 black clock flock glad plug slush 

2 block click flat glen plus slim 

3 bless cloth fled glass plan slam 

4 blab clam flash glum plugs slat 

5 blot clap flip gloss plot slug 
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My Ships 

 cr dr gr pr fr tr 
1 crib drum grab press fresh trim 

2 crack drip grass prod frog trod 

3 crash drag grid prop Fran trods 

4 crab drop grub prep frogs trug 

5 crop dress grubs prom frock triz 

 
My Guesses 

 cr dr gr pr fr tr 
1 crib drum grab press fresh trim 

2 crack drip grass prod frog trod 

3 crash drag grid prop Fran trods 

4 crab drop grub prep frogs trug 

5 crop dress grubs prom frock triz 
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My Ships 

 br sc sk sn sp st 
1 brag scab mask snip spin chest 

2 Brad scan skin snug spot stuck 

3 brash scat skip snag spell stash 

4 brat scans task snips spill best 

5 bresh scabs skids snags span pest 

 
My Guesses 

 br sc sk sn sp st 
1 brag scab mask snip spin chest 

2 Brad scan skin snug gasp stuck 

3 brash scat skip snag spell stash 

4 brat scans task snips spill best 

5 bresh scabs skids snags rasp pest 
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My Ships 

 sw lp mp lk ct ft 
1 swish help chomp silk duct loft 

2 swim gulp pump milk tact raft 

3 swell self lump sulk pact soft 

4 Swiss golf chimp hulk ducts rafts 

5 swims melt damp bulk pacts rift 

 
My Guesses 

 sw lp mp lk ct ft 
1 swish help chomp silk duct loft 

2 swim gulp pump milk tact raft 

3 swell self lump sulk pact soft 

4 Swiss golf chimp hulk ducts rafts 

5 swims melt damp bulk pacts rift 
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My Ships 

 lt nt nd br gl mp 
1 belt dent lend brag glad chomp 

2 felt bent pond Brad glen pump 

3 wilt sent bend brash glass lump 

4 tilt vent sand brat glum chimp 

5 melts mints mend bresh gloss damp 

 

My Guesses 

 lt nt nd br gl mp 
1 belt dent lend brag glad chomp 

2 felt bent pond Brad glen pump 

3 wilt sent bend brash glass lump 

4 tilt vent sand brat glum chimp 

5 melts mints mend bresh gloss damp 

 


